New Westminster Photography Club Crosswords
Who Said That? – Sept 2015
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We often come across photography quotes. Who said them?
Fire up Google and track down these quotes and their authors and you may learn a little about some famous
(or not so famous) photographers.

Clues
If a blank is repeated in a clue, it is the same word. All spaces and punctuation are removed from the answers,
so "Sally-Anne O'Reilly" would just be "SallyAnneOReilly" when filling out the squares.
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Photography, as a powerful medium of expression and
communications, offers an infinite variety of __________,
interpretation and execution.
We are all hungry and thirsty for concrete images.
_________ art will have been good for one thing: to
restore its exact virginity to figurative art.
In photography there is a __________ so subtle that it
becomes more real than __________.
Who said 23D?
To me, the __________ of photography, per se, is that
you can capture an instant of a second that couldn't exist
before and couldn't exist after. It's almost like a cowboy
that draws his gun. You draw a second before or after,
you miss and you're dead - not them. To me,
photography's always like that.
Who said 18A?
Who said 14D?
Who said 8D?
It takes a lot of imagination to be a good photographer.
You need less imagination to be a painter because you
can invent things. But in photography everything is so
ordinary; it takes a lot of looking before you learn to see
the __________.
Most things in life are moments of pleasure and a lifetime
of __________; photography is a moment of __________
and a lifetime of pleasure.
Photography is an __________.
Who said 20A?
Who said 26D?
Who said 15D?
Who said 2A?
Who said 4A?
Who said 10A?
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I always thought of photography as a __________ thing
to do - that was one of my favorite things about it, and
when I first did it, I felt very perverse.
Black and white are the colors of __________. To me
they symbolize the alternatives of hope and despair to
which mankind is forever subjected.
Who said 1D?
Who said 2D?
The biggest __________ in photography is sunrise and
sunset.
To me, photography is the simultaneous recognition, in
a fraction of a second, of the __________ of an event.
Who said 25A?
What makes photography a strange __________ is that
its primary raw materials are light and time.
To me, photography is an art of __________. It's about
finding something interesting in an ordinary place... I've
found it has little to do with the things you see and
everything to do with the way you see them.
Who said 7A?
"Woman on the Plaza," with its distinct horizon,
snow-like surfaces, wintry wall, stunning sunlight, sharp
shadows, and hurrying figure, would become the most
__________ of my photographs - an abstract image of
the landscape and life of northern Ohio where I grew up
and first practiced photography.
Who said 19D?
Who said 28D?
I love photography, I love food, and I love __________,
and to put those three things together would just be the
ultimate dream.
Who said 6D?
In the world of photography you get to share a
__________ moment with other people.
Photography to the amateur is recreation, to the
professional it is work, and hard work too, no matter
how __________ it may be

